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Hayward TigerShark®
Robotic Cleaner
Renowned for many years for
its solidity and efficiency, the
Hayward TigerShark® cleans
the bottom, walls and waterline.

With its ASCL microprocessor
(Adaptive Seek Control Logic),
it calculates the shape and size
of your pool to clean every spot
efficiently.
The Hayward TigerShark® is
fully automatic, with no need
for an exterior bag or pipe.
Available in a Quick Clean (QC)
version for full cleaning in less
than 2 hours and with optional
foam-brush for
pools with tile
finish.
An optional
caddy cart
makes handling
easier.

Caddy Cart
RC99385

ColorLogic® Bubbler –
Elevated Visual Appeal

The ColorLogic® Bubbler
creates a cascading column of
water. Multiple nozzles offer a
wide variety of water heights
and widths to match any pool
environment. The plume can be
adjusted to achieve the desired
effect.
Color Options
Blends with the
environment with
its small footprint,
interchangeable
color trim options
and a two part
design that
incorporates a plaster ring for
ability to adjust angle or height
to match surface of pool.

Illuminate the
ColorLogic
Bubbler with
ColorLogic® or
CrystaLogic®
320 and 160 lighting for a wide
variety of options.

HCP 3600 Series Pump –
Value Option

The HCP 3600 Series
pump from Hayward
Commercial Aquatics ships
from the Hayward factory in
Spain.
This powerful, light weight
pump is made from glass-fibre
filled engineered thermoplastic
polymer and is suitable for salt
and sea water applications. The
included 75mm unions make it
easy to install. The Twist Lock
lid with transparent cover
makes maintenance convenient.
The pump has a TEFC motor
with three phase options that
are IE3 compliant.
The pump is available in rated
capacities of 2.5Hp, 3Hp and
3.5Hp suitable for larger pools,
water features and spas.
Currently available in 50Hz
only.

Hayward Variable Speed
Heat Pump

Hayward AquaRite® 100
Salt Chlorinator
The AquaRite® 100 salt
chlorination system offers
nearly all of the incredible
benefits as the rest of the
world’s best-selling AquaRite
family—ultra-soft water, timesaving convenience and simple
installation—at a more
accessible price; and is ideal for
meeting the needs of smaller
in-ground and above ground
pools.

The Hayward HeatPro® VS
heat pump is an inverter type
heat pump that is designed to
run smoother and last longer.
The variable-speed technology
brings benefits like increased
energy efficiency and superquiet operation.
The updated intuitive control
panel provides a seamless user
experience via touchscreen
digital
display.
A titanium
heat
exchanger
operates
powerfully and efficiently, and
the defrost function manages
evaporator coil frosting for low
ambient temperature operation.
The HeatPro® VS Heat Pump is
AHRI certified by independent
lab testing that confirms
product performance and value.

The PRO7 Pool & Spa
Photometer from LaMotte®
directly measures six main pool
& spa parameters using stable
tablet reagents.
Instrument grade TesTabs®
tablets packaged in blister-style
foil eliminates the need to
manually tear open a foil packet
and carefully dispense the
tablet

The AquaRite® 100 salt
chlorination systems Produces
up to 20% more chlorine than
other similar systems on the
market. It’s easy to install in
existing pools. The system
operates at flow rates as low as
20-25 GPM and over a wide salt
range: 1500 and 4500 PPM.
The weatherproof control unit
ensures optimal performance in
all conditions.

The waterproof, Bluetooth®
handheld pool and spa
professional user-friendly
photometer, testing reagents
and photo-diagrammatic
instructions are packaged in a
convenient carrying case.
The PRO7 Pool & Spa
Photometer Measures free
chlorine, total chlorine, pH, total
alkalinity, calcium hardness and
cyanuric acid.
From:

The specially designed clear
vessel and easy-to-remove
cartridge allow for easy
servicing.
Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth® SIG, Inc.
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